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Abstract—In the recent ten years, with the development of

new applications through Internet such as multimedia or net-

worked control applications, users need more and more qual-

ity of service (QoS). However, the requested QoS is not the

same depending on the application. Most of the new mod-

els to manage internet traffic are based on specific QoS cri-

teria which should be optimized. This paper presents main

multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) approaches such as

MPLS adaptive traffic engineering (MATE), load distribu-

tion in MPLS (LDM) and load balancing over widest disjoints

paths (LBWDP) that are new models for traffic engineering.

It also introduces periodic multi-step (PEMS) algorithm that

adapts the offered quality depending on the class of the routed

traffic.

Keywords— differentiated service, multipath routing, QoS rout-

ing, quality of service, traffic engineering.

1. Introduction

The growth of multimedia applications over wide area net-

works has increased research interest in quality of ser-

vice (QoS). The communication delay and synchronization

needed for voice, data and images are major concerns. In-

ternet telephony (voice over IP) and other multimedia appli-

cations such as video conferencing, video on demand and

media streaming require service guarantees and have strict

timing requirements. The size and quality of display de-

vices, and resources such as central processing unit, battery

power and bandwidth (BW) are always limited.

Quality of service can be parameterized as throughput, de-

lay, delay variation (jitter), loss and error rates, security

guarantees and so on, that are acceptable in an application.

As such, QoS depends on characteristics of applications.

For instance, the variation in delay, the difference between

the largest and the smallest delay, is called delay jitter and

jitter is an important quality for Internet protocol (IP) tele-

phony, which can tolerate a certain percentage of packet

loss without any degradation of quality. For data transfer,

loss is a crucial QoS parameter.

Internet is also more frequently used to control real time

industrial system such as power plants or car production

chains. All these applications should guarantee some fea-

tures of the network with regard to the quality of transmis-

sion flows but with different criteria.

Quality of service control requires an understanding of the

quantitative parameters at the application, system and net-

work layers. This paper concerns the way we can achieve

QoS at network layer and more precisely in an Internet

service provider (ISP) network. The ISP networks are es-

sential for QoS because they assume the transit of flows

at the network core. The problem is that very often the

ISP must increase the capacity of its network resources be-

cause of the increase of users’ flows. The ISP also notices

that some parts of their networks are often congested while

other parts are less. The idea developed here is to propose

load balancing approaches to allow better performances of

ISP networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents a state of the art of QoS in Internet. Section 3

concerns more particularly traffic engineering (TE) and il-

lustrates this technique to improve QoS by examples of the

models based on multiprotocol label switching (MPLS).

Section 4 shows periodic multi-step algorithm (PEMS) –

a new model to ingrate differentiated service (DiffServ) and

traffic engineering. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions.

2. Quality of Service in Internet:

State of the Art

The convergence of networks and telecommunications net-

works has resulted in new requirements in terms of quality

of service for networks. In this new framework, services

based on networks are diverse and therefore have different

requirements. One can easily understand that the require-

ments are different between a telerobotics application and

an application on video on demand. As an example, let us

consider the case where a cardiologist needs to control a re-

mote robot to perform a heart surgery. We understand that

in this context, the network must guarantee a continuous

control flow which meets the requirements of real time.

In recent years, a network such as asynchronous transfer

mode (ATM) has been designed for this purpose [1] but

it was not imposed as architecture to replace transmission

control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) model. ATM

is often limited to function as a lower layer of the Internet.

As ATM is not used as an end-to-end protocol, the Internet

still works in best effort manner. This model does not

meet the requirements of service quality for all applications.

Indeed, the main difficulty in achieving this objective is

the bottleneck limiting the services provided by Internet

routers. A main reason lies in the functioning of interior

gateway protocols of Internet. These protocols tend to route
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packets according to one privileged path regardless the load.

As a consequence, it is the unbalanced distribution of the

load on the networks of Internet service providers. They try

to solve problems of congestion through the regular adding

of new resources to increase the bandwidth offered by the

most congested roads. But this is a short-term solution that

is quickly inadequate and costly.

In recent years several studies were interested in provid-

ing more robust answers to this problem. We can clas-

sify them into two main categories. The first category is

the work aiming to accommodate the phenomena of con-

gestion. The second category concerns efforts to develop

models to better distribute the flow in a network. This is

called traffic engineering.

The general idea of work to accommodate the phenomenon

of congestion is to define classes of traffic, so that each

router handles a flow of each class according to their re-

spective priority rules. So it breaks with the usual first in

first out technique, and a flow of a priority class may be

sent before the other, even if received last. The implemen-

tation of this approach also relies on the use of appropriate

scheduling techniques implementing the priority rules of

each class. Among the principal techniques for schedul-

ing, we can cite the generalized processor sharing (GPS),

which is a theoretical ideal technique but impossible to im-

plement in a network based on packet switching, because

the emission of packets is not preemptive. Other sequenc-

ing techniques have been proposed to achieve results similar

to those of GPS: weighted fair queue (WFQ) or W2FQ [2].

In this context, two main models have been tested by the

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF): the Intserv [3] and

Diffserv model [4].

The Intserv is based on the definition of micro flow that

crosses routers in a domain. The maintenance of a path

requires the regular exchange of messages between pairs of

routers to indicate that the path is still in service. Main-

taining a soft state by micro flow in each crossed router, as

well as the scheduling of these flows, creates a complexity

that makes Intserv not scalable.

Diffserv (DS) is based on the aggregation of flows into

a reduced number of classes divided into three categories

of services: expedited forwarding (EF), assured forwarding

(AF) and best effort (BE) service. The EF service meets

the requirements of reliable and real-time traffics (low delay

and low jitter). The AF service provides the bandwidth

required for applications such as video over IP. The limited

number of flow, the simplicity of scheduling algorithms and

the limitation of the most complex mechanisms at ingress

routers make Diffserv a scalable model.

In terms of traffic engineering, there are two scopes: one

corresponding to pure IP networks [5] and another based

on the use of multiprotocol label switching. The MPLS

is suitable in the networks of Internet service providers

because it allows establishing paths in architecture that ba-

sically operate in disconnected mode. In this context, the

works that are generally developed propose models to select

a set of candidate paths (CPs) that meet specific criteria

of QoS. The combination of criteria is generally a NP-

complete problem. This leads to propose heuristics such as

MPLS adaptive traffic engineering (MATE) or load distri-

bution in MPLS (LDM) that will we describe in Section 3.

To reconcile the advantages of Diffserv and TE, one looks

now to their integration: it is the DS-TE model. The ob-

jective of DS-TE is to ensure an end-to-end QoS meeting

the requirements of a given flow. The approach does not

consist to define paths with the same quality as in the case

of conventional traffic engineering. It has also different

QoS routing that proceeds hop by hop. The idea of DS-TE

is to define traffic classes of which are allocated priori-

ties to be assigned to a layered service providers (LSPs).

These traffic classes can share same links in a network us-

ing different modes of bandwidth management such as max

allocation with reservation bandwidth constraints [6], [7] or

“Russian doll” management [8]. This requires the devel-

opment of techniques allowing a preemption flows belong-

ing to a higher-priority class to assure LSP meets their re-

quirements instead of a stream belonging to a lower-priority

class [9].

The reader will find in [10] a more complete survey of the

state of the art, in the integration of traffic engineering and

Diffserv for DS-TE.

3. Illustration of Traffic Engineering

in a MPLS Network

Several models are proposed in the literature to perform

traffic engineering based on MPLS. In this section, we con-

sider particularly three models: MATE, LDM and LBWDP

(load balancing over widest disjoints paths). Theses mod-

els will be compared with traffic bifurcation (TB) that is

a mathematical formulation of route optimization problem

[10], [11]. It is a theoretical model that cannot be imple-

mented online because it requires knowing a priori all flows

that must be routed. So it gives a reference to compare the

different propositions.

3.1. MPLS Adaptive Traffic Engineering

The main goal of MATE [12] is to avoid network con-

gestion by adaptively balancing the load among multiple

paths based on measurement and analysis of path con-

gestion. This approach uses a constant monitoring of the

links using probe packets to evaluate link properties such

as packet delay and packet loss. Using these statistics the

MATE algorithm is able to optimize packets repartition

among multiple paths to avoid link congestion.

Formally a MATE network is modeled by a set L of uni-

directional links. It is shared by a set S of ingress-egress

(IE) node pairs, indexed 1, 2, 3, . . . , S. Each of these IE

pairs s has a set Ps ⊆ 2
L of LSPs available to it. The Ps are
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disjoint sets. An IE pair s has a total input traffic of rate rs

and routes xsp amount of it on LSP p ∈ Ps such that

∑
p∈Ps

xsp = rs , for all s . (1)

Let xs = (xsp, p ∈ Ps) be the rate vector of s, and x =
(xsp, p ∈ Ps, s ∈ S) the vector of all rates. The flow on

a link l ∈ L has a rate that is the sum of source rates on all

LSPs that traverse link l:

xl = ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈P, p∈Ps

xsp . (2)

Associated with each link l is a cost Cl(x
l) as a function of

the link flow xl . We assume that, for all l, Cl(·) is convex.

Its objective is like this:

min
x

C(x) = ∑
l

Cl(x
l) (3)

subject to ∑
p∈Ps

xsp = rs for all s ∈ S (4)

xsp ≥ 0, for all p ∈ Ps, s ∈ S . (5)

A vector x is called a feasible rate if it satisfies Eqs. (4)

and (5). A feasible rate x is called optimal if it is a min-

imum of the problem Eqs. (3)–(5). A standard technique

to solve the constrained optimization problem, Eqs. (3)–(5)

is the gradient projection algorithm. In such an algorithm

routing is iteratively adjusted in opposite direction of the

gradient and projected onto the feasible space defined by

Eqs. (4) and (5). The complexity of this algorithm is O(n2).
The designers of MATE have proved in [12] that it con-

verges to an optimal routing when specific conditions are

verified (see Theorem 2, page 4 in [12]).

3.2. Load Distribution in MPLS Network

Depending on the dynamic network status, LDM [13]

selects a subset of the LSPs (candidate path set) for

an ingress-egress pair, and distributes traffic load among

those LSPs. Let Li j denotes the set of all LSPs set up be-

tween an ingress node i and an egress node j, and let Ai j

the corresponding candidate LSPs, then Ai j ⊆ Li j. Initially,

Ai j is set as follows:

Ai j = {LSPs from i to j with the smallest hop count

and with the utilization rate lower than η0} .

The utilization rate of an LSP, u(l), is defined as the max-

imum of the utilization value of the links along the LSP l,

and let h(l) denotes the hop count of LSP l. The utilization

rate of a candidate paths set Ai j is defined as following:

U(Ai j) = min [u(l), ∀ l ∈ Ai j] . (6)

The LDM decides whether to expand the candidate LSP

set based on the congestion level of candidate paths set. If

U(Ai j)≥ ρ , then LDM further expands Ai j. The expansion

of Ai j continues, considering LSPs in Li j in the increasing

order of hop count until U(Ai j) < ρ or there is no LSP left

in Li j for further consideration.

Generally, an LSP l ∈ Li j with h(l) = (h(shortest LSP)+m)
should satisfy the following two conditions to be eligible

for Ai j:

1. u(l) < max[u(k), ∀k ∈ Ai j],

2. u(l) < ηm, where ηm < ηn for m > n.

The first condition means LDM utilizes the LSPs with

more extra hops if they have lower utilization than the LSP

that has the highest utilization among the LSPs in the cur-

rent Ai j.

The second condition implies links with an utilization rate

higher than ηm can only be used by the LSPs with less

than m extra hops.

The candidate path set could either be pre-computed when

there are some significant changes in the dynamic network

status or be computed on demand for a new arriving user

flow request. This is done in a O(n2) time in the worst

case, and n refers here to the number of available paths

between the ingress-egress pair of routers. For each in-

coming traffic flow, LDM randomly selects an LSP from

the candidate LSP set according to a probability distribu-

tion function. This probability is inversely proportional to

number of hops in the path. At the opposite, it is propor-

tional to the utilization rate of the LSP. The complexity

of the LDM splitting procedure is O(n). Here n refers to

the number of candidate paths selected at the end of the

previous step and belonging to the set Ai j.

Let us notice here that instability can affect LDM because

of oscillations due to candidate path selection. This oscil-

lation problem can be solved using two thresholds. In [14]

the authors propose a new version of LDM that corrects the

instability of the original model. One of the disadvantages

of LDM is to ignore the residual capacity of a path before

assigning it a new traffic.

3.3. Load Balancing over Widest Disjoints Paths

Algorithm

This model uses the selection path algorithm proposed by

widest disjoint paths (WDP) algorithm [15] and a split-

ting algorithm called prediction of effective reparti-

Fig. 1. Illustration of the principle of PER.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of PER algorithm.

tion (PER) [16]. PER is an improvement of LDM split-

ting algorithm. PER is designed to take into account the

capacity of the selected path when it assigns a new traffic.

The basic idea is that each ingress node takes into account

its previous assignments of traffics to the different paths it

manages. At each time, it must know the residual capacity

of each of its paths to reach a given destination. However,

local management made by each ingress node is necessar-

ily partial. Indeed, an ingress node A is in competition

with other nodes that can handle paths sharing links with

the paths from A. Therefore the vision of the node A must

reflect the actual state of the paths it manages. To do this,

the idea developed by PER is to establish a periodic routing

plan. Before beginning a given period, the node uses link

state update to obtain the residual bandwidth of each path

it manages. At the beginning of the period it has a per-

fect vision of the state of those paths. Then, during the

period the state of its paths is updated in terms of assign-

ments done. Knowing that there will be drifts, at the end of

each period it performs a new update to prepare the rout-

ing plan of the next period. Figure 1 gives an illustration

of the principle of PER.
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During each period, the routing for a given destination

is based on the calculation of the theoretical distribution

of each path managed by the ingress router for a given

destination. This calculation is based on Eq. (7). Let

Ai j = {l1, l2, . . . , ln} be the set of candidate paths from

ingress node I to egress node J. It takes into account cri-

teria like the hop count h(k) of each path and the residual

bandwidth capacity b(k), where k is the index of a LSP

in Ai j:

rk = p0

H

h(k)
+ p1

b(k)

B
with p0 + p1 = 1 , (7)

where: H is the constant to make the sum of the probabili-

ties that are inversely proportional to the hop count

of an LSP:

H =
1

n

∑
k=1

1

h(k)

, (8)

coefficient B is the sum of residual bandwidth of

all the LSPs in Ai j:

B =
n

∑
k=1

b(k) , (9)

p0, p1 are parameters of the model fixed by the

network manager depending on its requirements.

During a period after each new request assignment, the

ingress router computes the effective repartition rate ek of

each path using Eq. (10). This rate is calculated simply

by considering the amount of traffic requests assigned to

a path compared with the sum of all the requests routed to

a destination by all paths in Ai j during the period:

ek =

m(k)

∑
p=1

dk
p

m

∑
q=1

dq

, where
n

∑
k=1

m(k)

∑
p=1

dk
p =

m

∑
q=1

dq , (10)

where: m(k) is the number of flow traffics assigned to LSP

number k between the n LSPs of set Ai j,

m is the total number of flow traffics the considered

ingress router has to route to router J: m =
k

∑
i=1

m(k),

dk
p is the traffic amount of the p demand assigned

to LSP number k,

dq is the q traffic flow routed by the ingress node

with a LSP of the set Ai j.

For each incoming flow, the ingress router calculates a rel-

ative distribution rate Sk for each k:

Sk =
rk − ek

rk

. (11)

This relative distribution rate enables selecting effectively

the LSP which is assigned the flow. This LSP must verify

the following 3 conditions:

1. Sk must be positive. This means that the effective dis-

tribution rate is below its theoretical rate. Therefore

it is possible to increase its load.

2. The requested bandwidth BW (dk) must be less than

b(k) the residual bandwidth of the LSP.

3. There is no LSP verifying the conditions 1 and 2

with a greater Sk.

If there is no LSP to verify the conditions for delivering the

demand then the router must force the update of data of path

before the end of the period. This forced update enables

to build a new set of candidate paths and consequently to

establish a new routing plan based on this set. In case of

failure, the demand must be distributed over several LSPs.

Figure 2 summarizes how PER works.

3.4. Evaluation of Different TE Models Based on MPLS

In literature each of the presented models is said by the

authors as being the best. Also to get an idea of the quality

of the different models presented in this section, we have

evaluated them by simulations. All simulations have been

performed on the same architecture. For the sake of sim-

plicity, let us consider the architecture given by Fig. 3 to

compare their relative performances. The simulations have

been conducted with the simulator NS2.

Fig. 3. Simulation topology. Explanations: LSR – label switch

router, Src – source router, Dst – destination router.

For each model for TE we have used the same profile of

traffic. This profile has the following characteristics:

– the volume of each individual demand is 300 kbit/s;

– the source and destination pairs are Src0-Dst0,

Src1-Dst1 and Src2-Dst2, selected randomly;

– one flow generated in certain time is stopped in a ran-

dom time;
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– we adapt a time based triggering as a triggering pol-

icy and update link state every 3 s;

– the delay of each simulation is 150 s.

Figure 4 presents the results obtained by the different

models. In order to have a reference one has represented

on the same graph the curve corresponding to the theoreti-

cal model TB. Note that the curve of TB was not obtained

by simulation in NS2 but by calculation in Matlab. The

goal is to have a reference to compare with the proposed

heuristic models. As we can see, MATE and LBWDP have

comparable results, close to TB. At the opposite, LDM

presents a utilization rate that may exceed 100%. This re-

flects the fact that LDM does not verify that the selected

LSP owns a capacity of residual bandwidth enough to sup-

port the demand.

Fig. 4. Simulations results.

Our simulation results showed that LBWDP is one of the

best algorithms for traffic engineering because with a priori

decision its balance of flows is comparable with the results

given by TB.

4. Periodic Multi-Step Routing

Algorithm for DS-TE

In this section, we propose new DS-TE model for the intra-

domain network, called PEMS [16], to give the differenti-

ated services for the three classes defined in Diffserv.

The PEMS is composed of three phases. The preprocess-

ing phase is achieved off-line and extracts good paths of all

possible paths which can include every link at least once

within them for each source-destination pairs using only

topology information. These paths are kept until the topol-

ogy is changed.

When a traffic demand arrives, it uses PER algorithm to se-

lect one LSP to carry current flow. Many QoS metrics such

as hop-count, available bandwidth and delay constraints are

considered before the path selection assignment. In PEMS,

hop-count and disjointedness are used in the pre-processing

phase together with available bandwidth and measured de-

lay in the cost function to establish splitting ratios. PEMS

basically aims to minimize the maximum link utilization

like LBWDP algorithm and additionally to give different

service quality to each class, especially to guarantee the

low delay to EF class. But it has two differences in that

PEMS uses measured delay de(i) instead of hop-count and

that it adapts different p0, p1 values according to the class,

in contrast to LBWDP, which uses the same parameter val-

ues regardless of class. To establish the routing plan for

each period, PEMS uses Eq. (12) that is an adaptation of

Eq. (7) used by LBWDP:

ri = p0

D

de(i)
+ p1

b(i)

B
with p0 + p1 = 1 . (12)

In Eq. (12), D is a constant to make the sum of the

probabilities that are inversely proportional to delay of an

LSPi, de(i). Formally D is defined as it follows:

D =
1

k

∑
i=1

1

de(i)

. (13)

In this model, bandwidth is associated with delay for dif-

ferentiating the traffic at the flow level. Bandwidth has

a bigger weight p1 for AF class, while delay has a bigger

weight p0 for EF class. Adaptation of selective parameters

is used to give different weight according to the metric im-

portant of each class. PEMS puts the weight parameters,

p0 and p1, of each class as follows.

In Table 1, for EF class, p0 is bigger than p1 in order to

give preference to LSP in BPi j that owns the best delay

than residual bandwidth because this class is for delay-

sensitive traffic. For AF class, the criterion is inversed and

so parameter p1 is greater to express the preference of LSPs

with important residual bandwidth.

Table 1

Example of parameter values for the three classes of traffic

Class EF AF BE

p0 0.7 0.3 0.5

p1 0.3 0.7 0.5

This stage can be ameliorated by adapting dynamically the

parameters of the splitting ratio equation depending on the

network state.

Figure 5 gives PEMS flowchart to summarize how it works.

The meaning of notations are as follows:

– de(i): delay of LSPi;

– b(i): residual bandwidth of LSPi;

– CPEF , CPAF , CPBE : candidate path set for EF class,

AF class and BE class, respectively;

– dk
cc: kth demand with class cc;

– CPcc: current class (one in CPEF , CPAF or CPBE);

– CPcc
potential: subset of CPcc corresponding to LSPi that

can process the requested demand dk
cc.

10
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Fig. 5. PEMS flowchart.

In the online mode, when link state information are up-

dated, new candidate paths for each class are calculated,

based on updated information, such as measured delay and

residual bandwidth. At this point, we use metric ordering

by delay and residual bandwidth. This phase selects multi-

ple low-delayed paths in the ordered paths set as candidate

paths of delay-sensitive traffic and selects multiple paths

having more residual capacity for the traffic to which the

bandwidth is important for multipath routing to each traffic

class.

Several simulations on multiple architectures have been

done to assess PEMS in comparison with LBWDP. Differ-

ent architectures have been generated using the generator

BRITE, trying to be as close as possible to connectivity in

a MPLS area. All simulations were conducted with MPLS

network simulator for NS2 (MNS). In order to obtain com-

parable results for the two models, for each architecture

we have defined traffic scenarios to apply to both models.

In each simulation the goal is to transfer requested traffics

between pairs of routers. Requested traffics are generated

every 2 s and are all at a rate of 500 kbit/s. They belong to

one of the three differentiation class (EF, AF or BE). The

class is selected randomly but is the same for both mod-

els. Each traffic is stopped after a delay common for the

two models. Every 3 s, each router performs its link state

update to refresh the routing model parameter.

The first simulations were based on architectures of tens

nodes in order to simultaneously verify the correctness of

PEMS model and to compare it with LBWDP. Figure 6

illustrates the type of architecture generated by BRITE for

31 nodes. Figure 7 shows the obtained results with regard

to delay criteria. These results shows that PEMS dealys

differentiate the flows of the three classes. Indeed, for

each architecture, the average delay obtained with PEMS

for the class EF is smaller than for the delay of class AF

traffic which is smaller than the delay experimented by class

BE traffic. For LBWDP, one can see, for example, that for

10 or 20 nodes EF traffics results in a poorer delay.
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Fig. 6. Example of topology generated by BRITE for 31 nodes.

The second category of simulations where based on archi-

tectures of several hundred nodes. In this case, our main

goal was to verify capacity to optimize traffic splitting in

a dense architecture. Another goal was to verify the scala-

bility of models, but this problem is out of the scope of this

paper. For traffic splitting, simulations do not take care of

Fig. 7. Performance benchmarking between (a) LBWDP and

(b) PEMS with regard to average delay.

Fig. 8. Performance benchmarking between LBWDP and PEMS:

(a) maximum and (b) average link utilization.

the class of the traffic. In this case the comparison criterion

is link utilization. The simulations give both maximum link

utilization and average link utilization. Indeed, maximum

link utilization indicates if a model privileges some paths.

The average link utilization measures the average of utiliza-

tion rate of all the links used in architecture. Thus if this

average is low, many more links of the architecture have

been used.

The results illustrated in Fig. 8 prove that LBWDP bet-

ter balances the traffic in the network as it does not take

account of each traffic class to route.

5. Conclusions

Multiprotocol label switching offers many advantages to

service providers. In order to support today’s various kinds

of applications, the system needs to guarantee the quality

of service. However, MPLS is incapable of providing dif-

ferentiated service levels in a single flow. Hence MPLS

and DiffServ seem to be a perfect match and if they can

be combined in such a way to utilize strong points of each

technology it can lead to a symbiotic association that can

make the goal of end to end QoS feasible. DiffServ aware

traffic engineering mechanisms operate on the basis of dif-

ferent Diffserv classes of traffic to improve network per-
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formance and extend the base capabilities of TE to allow

route computation and admission control to be performed

separately for different classes of service. Algorithms like

PEMS seem to be a good compromise between improve-

ment of resource utilization and the QoS required by end

users.

A problem not addressed here is the comparison of PEMS

to other models in terms of scalability. Our actual simula-

tions results suggest that PEMS is scalable. This must be

verified by simulations confirming a polynomial complex-

ity of its algorithms. We think that PEMS must be scal-

able since this complexity concerns only the edge router of

a MPLS network.

These models have yet to be assessed on real hardware

architecture in order to confirm the performance illustrated

by the simulations. Another important perspective is the

ability to adapt models such as PEMS to the guarantee

of quality of service of end-to-end communications. This

poses the problem of application of DS-TE routing to inter-

domains.
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